
DATABASE MANAGERS

(Data for this tutorial at www.peteraldhous.com/Data)

We’ve already seen how spreadsheets can filter data and calculate subtotals. 
Database managers, such as Access, can handle larger datasets, and with 
practice are more flexible and nimble for filtering, grouping and making 
calculations on subsets of data. 

They also allow you to join multiple data tables into one, or match records 
across different datasets, if they have common fields – which can be a 
powerful tool. Again, we’ll work with data used in reporting this story: 
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn18806-revealed-pfizers-payments-to-
censured-doctors.html.

http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn18806-revealed-pfizers-payments-to-censured-doctors.html
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn18806-revealed-pfizers-payments-to-censured-doctors.html
http://www.peteraldhous.com/Data


Basic database queries

Open Pfizer.mdb under the File tab, then double click to open the table 
Pfizer.

See that it looks much the same as a spreadsheet, except there is no co-
ordinate system. Instead, the column names, called “fields” in a database, are 
fixed, and each row or “record” has an ID number, created by Access as a 
“Primary Key” when the data was imported. (We’ll do this with a new table 
in a few minutes.) 

Notice also that the field names are simplified and have no spaces – we’ll 
see why later on.



1. Filtering queries
Let’s repeat our spreadsheet task of making a list of all doctors in California 
who were paid $10,000 or more to run expert-led forums.

Select Query Design under the Create tab. Then Add the table and the 
screen should look like this:



Click on Field in the first column of the grid, and select first_plus. Carry 
along across the grid, until the following fields have all been selected:



Now we will filter using Criteria: type CA in the column for state and Like 
Expert* under category, and >=10000 under total. Also in this column, 
click on Sort and select Descending.

Tip! Like Expert* tells Access to look for entries that begin with Expert. 
In this case it’s just saving us some typing, but filtering using this 
wildcard function can be helpful to return records that may have been 
entered into a database slightly differently. The wildcard * can be 
inserted anywhere.)

The screen should now look like this:



Hit ! to run the query, and we should obtain the same list of 31 doctors we 
had before.

Ctrl-S to save the query, giving it an appropriate name.



Click on SQL at the bottom-right of the screen and we can see how Access 
interprets the query, in Structured Query Language:

This can be written more simply than Access’s translation from the Design 
View:

SELECT first_plus, last, city, state, category, total
FROM Pfizer
WHERE state="CA" AND category Like "Expert*" AND total>=10000
ORDER BY total DESC;

Now it should be obvious why databases use abbreviated field names: it 
makes writing SQL queries much simpler!

Learning SQL is a good idea, as with practice it is quicker than using the 
Design View, and is a skill that transfers to other database managers.

TIP! Even when working in Design View, if you are running several 
related queries, you don’t need to laboriously fill in the grid in Design 
View each time. Switch to the SQL View, copy it into a new query, then 
switch back to the Design View and edit from there.



2. Grouping and running calculations on the data

First, let’s subtotal the payments by state, as before.

Create a new query, Add the table and click the ∑ button, which adds Total 
to the grid. This is where we will group records together and perform 
calculations on them.

Select state in the first column of the grid, and accept the default function of 
Group By.  Then add total in the second column, this time change the 
function to Sum. Also in this column, click on Sort and select Descending.

The screen should now look like this:

Here is the same query in SQL (giving a new name for the calculated field):

SELECT state, Sum(total) AS state_total
FROM Pfizer
GROUP BY state
ORDER BY Sum(total) DESC;



Hit ! to run the query (notice how in Design View Access gives a default 
name to the calculated field):

Save the query as before.



TIP! To export a saved query, select Export to Excel or Export to Text 
File under the External Data tab.

Now let’s create a pivot chart, totaling the payments by state and category 
simultaneously.

Set up the query as before, but this time Grouping by category as well as by 
state, as follows:



Then select the Pivot Table View button at bottom right, and the screen 
should look like this:

Add state to the Column Area, category to the Row Area and SumOftotal 
to the Data Area, and this should be the result:



Matching and searching across multiple data tables

1. Importing a new data table

Select Import Excel spreadsheet under the External data tab.  Browse for 
the file FDA warning letters clinical investigators.xls, select Import the 
source data into a new table in the current database

Click the Next button.



At the next dialog box, make sure to check First row contains column 
headings. 

Click Next twice (in this case Access will recognize the correct data types, 
but normally you will want to check and correct if necessary).

Tip! If you get import errors, re-enter the data selecting the column 
with problems as text, then change the data type for that column once 
you have created the table.



At the dialog box illustrated below, select Let Access Add primary key, 
then click Finish, naming the table FDA. 

2. Joining data tables

Now we’re going to create a query across the two data tables, having linked 
them together in the right way, so we select doctors paid by Pfizer to run 
Expert-led forums who had also received a warning letter from the FDA for 
problems in their conduct of clinical research.

To link the tables, select Relationships under the Database Tools tab, select 
and Add both tables, then close the dialog box.



Now click on first_name in the FDA warning letters table and drag it across 
to first in the Pfizer payments table. When the dialog box pops up, click on 
Create:

Repeat the process for the last_name and last fields, clicking No when you 
see this dialog box:

(This has created INNER JOINS between the two tables, so that queries run 
across them will only return data if the first and last name fields match. It is 
also possible to link tables in other ways, using the Join Type button in the 
dialog box above. For example, queries run on LEFT or RIGHT JOINS 
would return all the requested data from the one table, and just those with 
matching first and last names from the other. )



The screen should now look like this:

Ctrl-S to save the new relationship and close.



3. Querying across the joined data tables

Create a new query, Add both tables. The screen should now look something 
like this:

 



Fill in the grid as follows. Selecting * returns all relevant records from a 
table. Adding category from the Pfizer table allows us to filter to just see 
those doctors paid to run expert forums, using Criteria: Like Expert*. 
Uncheck Show so that category doesn’t appear twice in the results.

The screen should now look something like this:

Here is the SQL for this query:

SELECT Pfizer.*, FDA.*
FROM FDA INNER JOIN Pfizer ON FDA.last_name = Pfizer.last AND 
FDA.first_name = Pfizer.first
WHERE Pfizer.category Like "Expert*";



Hit ! to run the query, and we should have four doctors:


